INTRODUCTION
functionality productivity
INTEGRATED
CONSOLE

intelligence promotion

Providing a business application for Twitter
that is convenient, powerful and pleasant to
use means combining & integrating data &
applications from all four quadrants

Beyond the desktop
clients, the web-based
business applications
and the myriad number
of third-party, single
focus Twitter utilities,
there is a need for a
single, integrated console
for powers users &
companies that want to
use Twitter for marketing,
branding, customer
care, and to do business
in new ways.
This is what I see possible
for Twitterface...

BETA: Functionality to be done before productivity coding
Everything Twitter does now (tweet, follow, block, profiles, etc.)
 Retweet

URL Shortener (wee.ly, our own)

OVERVIEW
1..0: Productivity features (Paid accounts)
Follow Management

Signature Approvals & File Sharing (like Echosign)

Photo Integration

Task Lists

Grooveshark Integration

Calendar

Email Tweets

Twitterface Page Tracking

Make Pages Private or Public

Groups (limited for free to 3 or 5)

Scheduled Tweets

functionality productivity

Saved Searches (limited to 10)

INTEGRATED

 Real Links to Sites

 Multiple Pages/Account (5)
Column Sizing Options

CONSOLE

Enhanced Profiles

(integration of Mr.Tweet,

Twitalyzer, TweetReports,

Sentiment Analysis

RSS Feeds-to-Twitter

Bookmarklet for Fast Tweeting
(maybe) Inline Viewing

of Photos, Video, Music

Twitterface Mobile Access

Unlimited Groups, Searches

Version TBD: Intelligence

Twittergrader, Twittercounter, etc.)

RSS Reader

(which uses wee.ly for tracking)

 Customizable Interface

Google Wonderwheel,

Direct Message Management

Version TBD: Promotion

 Customizable Interface

Website Integration

Ad Engine (deliver ads into

intelligence promotion

(TweetStory integration or ??)

Retweet & Click-thru Statistics

Evangelists & Advanced Search
(TweetReports integration)
Competitive Intelligence

Keyword Tracking & Alerts

Graphical, Printable Executive-Level Reports

Topical Demographics (% mentions of keyword, competitors, etc.)

pages, not tweets)
Sales Analytics

Coupons & Ad Tracking

(possible twtapps integration)

 Unlimited Pages per Account
TwtPolls integration

Hooks into Ecommerce Systems
(custom solutions)

FUNCTIONALITY
Functionality (Free Features)

Twitterface will remain in Beta until all of these features have been implemented. I
donʼt have a specific timeline but perhaps should. I have Khurram working on it
18 hours a week, every week, minimum.
IN DEVELOPMENT NOW

• Basic Profile with Actions (Follow, Unfollow, Block, DM from Profile)

• URL Shortener - We have tr.im & bit.ly working (but no icon to shorten before
tweeting, which we will have.) Based on the tr.im fiasco, we have decided to

functionality

productivity

INTEGRATED

implement our own unique shortener (wee.ly) which will give us a lot more

control as well as analytics tracking more easily than using the apiʼs of others.
• Photo Integration (Tweetphoto)
• Video Integration (Twitvid)

• Grooveshark Integration (Tinysong)
• Email a Tweet
NEXT

Groups (limited for free to 3 or 5; prototype delivered to dev)
Twitterface Page Tracking (simple stats, nothing fancy)
Make Pages Private or Public

Saved Searches (limited to 10, which is the same as Twitter allows)
Column Sizing Options

Minor UI Changes to Settings area
Upload Your Own Icons

Design Themes Adjustment to stop image overrides
DONE

 Customizable Interface

 Tweet, Retweet, Reply

 Multiple Pages/Account (5)

 Favorites

 Real Links to Sites

 Font Sizes & Styles

 Basic DM Funtion

 Unlimited Twitter Accounts work from one page

CONSOLE

intelligence promotion

PRODUCTIVITY
Productivity (Paid Features)

There are a slew of features people consistently complain about - especially power users
who have thousands of followers to try to contend with. Putting productivity features in
next allows us to start charging for Twitterface, while figuring out the more advanced
analytics and partner relationships to make it valuable to corporate customers.

functionality

productivity

Follow Management

Show mutual friends, filter, bulk actions for follow/unfollow, find people not following

INTEGRATED

you and unfollow them with excludes (for accounts like CNN), *search followers for

keywords, *geo-search of followers, potential spammers bucket based on keywords

CONSOLE

(so users can bulk unfollow/block easily)

*Note: potential conflict with TweetReports unless we use them for some of the advanced search stuff.

Direct Message & Favorites Enhancements

Save DMʼs (so they donʼt get deleted), Purge (with excludes), Purge one or more userʼs

intelligence promotion

DMʼs, Email DM, Move to Task List, Add to Calendar (Event Reminders), Send DMʼs to a

Group (small, to avoid spam), Filter (so I can see all from a user), Signature Approvals &

File Sharing via DM (reduces need for email, ala Echosign), Purge Favorites (with locks & excludes)
Task Lists

Simple to-do list (like Backpack)... tweets, dmʼs & newly typed items can be added to it, checked off and deleted, multiple lists, items can be
emailed (When we have CoTweet style login, this can be used for customer care, assigning to others)
Calendar/Schedule Tweets

Basic Calendar (see Backpack) with event reminders, items can be added, edited or deleted, tweets can be scheduled
Article Reader & Import RSS Feeds into Twitter Account

RSS feeds can be added so that headlines are easily accessible without leaving Twitterface, the userʼs RSS feed can be added (see EasyTweets)
Enhanced Profiles

From profile can add to group, dm & research... specific data pulled from Mr. Tweet, Twitalyzer, Twittergrader, Twittercounter plus

TweetReports & Google Wonder Wheel Search links provide a snapshot at a glance of whatʼs going on with this Twitter user, without having
to drill-down to another page.

PRODUCTIVITY

Productivity Prototypes

2. Request Received in DM

1. Request Signature & Send File

AdilSoni

AdilSoni
your direct message

Adil, please sign this NDA and then I
will send you the software design
samples we discussed. Thanks!
39

attach file

http://wee.ly/02234
check link

do you need an electronic signature?

No signature
Require signature before viewing file
Signature needed after viewing file

SEND

3. Web Interface: http://wee.ly/02234

Type your update and hit the
enter/return key...
140

coachdeb Adil, please sign this NDA
and then I will send you the software
design samples we discussed.
Thanks! http://wee.ly/02234 half
a minute ago from twitterface

andrea_r @infmom Shrub? (bush)
yeah, that'd be horrific. half a minute
ago from web in reply to infmom

andrea_r @infmom Shrub? (bush)
yeah, that'd be horrific. half a minute
ago from web in reply to infmom

andrea_r @infmom Shrub? (bush)
yeah, that'd be horrific. half a minute
ago from web in reply to infmom

Hello AdilSoni, your signature is requested by CoachDeb
prior to viewing this document. Please print your name in
the signature box and press the button to send it.



I Follow 234 | 256 Follow Me | 768 Updates

pending signature

this part will
be pretty &
include logos

http://viewer.zoho.com allows many
types of docs to be viewed online, and
they have an api. This document has to
be somewhat private though, I would
think, because users will need to know if
they exchange business plans, etc. they
are not able to be seen by anyone except
the person they sent the Twitter message to.

Secure file sharing & signature approvals
can take the place of email & Echosign for
people who do business on Twitter. You
can send an NDA, proposal, contract,
etc. without leaving Twitterface. **We
might be able to integrate 3rd party app
for file-sharing and not sig. approvals.

PROMOTION
Promotion (Paid, Premium Features)

Surprisingly, very few Twitter applications are focusing on how to use it to promote and

brand your business, cause, product or whatever. A few companies, like Radian6, have built
their own tools for use during special events. Thoughts around promotion...
Customizable, brandable experience (DONE)

We are the only multi-account Twitter app built for visitors (brandable) vs. end users

functionality productivity
INTEGRATED

Integrate into Websites

I want to allow integration of Twitterface panes into corporate websites so they can bring
keep the community together in their own branded atmosphere, yet have Twitterface

tracking and analytics and everything we provide to paid users. Note: Hootsuite now allows
panes to be placed onto sites, to my deep chagrin as I designed this before they launched the feature.

CONSOLE

intelligence

promotion

Coupons & Ads with RT & Click-Thru Tracking

Enabling sales promotions via Twitter accounts with the kind of controls and tracking you

get from robust ecommerce applications will help companies who sell on Twitter, like Dell.

As a custom coding service, Iʼd love to figure out how to hook this data into their sales system

to track actual sales from a specific twitter link or mention. Not sure if this can be done, or how.
Multi-user Feeds

One of the things we needed for Lightthread is the ability to have multiple users feeds show up in a single Twitter account, for the company.
I want to see if this is something that can be developed and offer it if so. I can see lots of people benefitting from this feature.
Ad Engine

I want to create an ad engine that sends ads into the Twitterface page only, from our system, NOT via a Twitter account. This may need tight

controls. The thing is, if they annoy people from too many ads and no one wants to visit their page, that is the userʼs problem. Companies like
Naked Pizza could converse normally with users and send them to their Twitterface page for ads, coupons or even “secret” specials.
Multiple Keywords Driving Search Panes

Like my “cheesetweets” idea, I want a batch list of keywords to be able to drive results inside panes as an option to typing it in the search field.
Real Links to Your Sites (DONE)

Users can place multiple links to different sites directly on the Twitterface page, in the footer.

INTELLIGENCE
Intelligence (Paid, Deluxe Features)

Analytics is something Twitter is going to offer also, supposedly by the end of this

year but there are no firm published details. They might be our stiffest competitors.
BASIC STATS

• Twitterface Page Tracking

• Photo Link Tracking

• RT Tracking

• Music Link Tracking

• Wee.ly Link Tracking

functionality productivity
INTEGRATED

• Video Link Tracking

CONSOLE

SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

This is something I want to offer VERY badly. I have a potential provider, Peter Denton

of TweetStory. I have seen the product & itʼs similar to Google Analytics in feel, it does
Twitter sentiment. Even if results arenʼt perfect this is a sexy feature to offer and I am

intelligence

promotion

hoping to get a provider that will let me influence the experience which could improve results.
Peter is waiting for me to discuss details with him. I want to integrate TweetStory into ours.
ADVANCED SEARCH

TweetReports (A We Heart Studios client, who I am designing product for and am under NDA with)
is doing advanced search. Given the circumstances, I would like to integrate TweetReports into

our product. There may be some conflicts here and there, given what Kristof wants to do in future & what we need to provide customers.

For example, we need to do basic keyword tracking and email alerts to be competitive with Hootsuite and EasyTweets, et al. TweetReports

does that too, so we have to think through things like that. One good thing is that this could save significant dev time, yet still give us some
things that are needed, like searching thru followers and complex geographic searches.
COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE

I think companies want to use Twitter data to research competitors or discover trends... for example, Sargento might want to know, are

people talking about cheese? If so, Italian cheese? If so, what is the percentage of Provolone mentions vs. Mozzarella vs. Asiago? Where are
the people located talking about this? What is the feeling (sentiment... positive, negative, neutral), etc. Iʼd dearly love to be able to provide
this kind of insight into Twitterʼs constant stream of conversations.
REPORTING

For all of the stats & analytics, Iʼd like to offer exec-level, formatted-for-print, enterprise style reports.

